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1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of conducting polymers impacted traditional
materials development by combining the electrical and optical
properties of metals/semiconductors and the mechanical and
processing advantages of polymers.1,2 With their unique π-
conjugated backbones, polyenes offer potential applications in
electrical conductivity, photoconductivity, optical nonlinear sus-
ceptibility, magnetic susceptibility, liquid crystallinity, etc.3�7

Poly(phenylacetylene) (PPA), one of the most important mate-
rials in the polyenes family, is particularly intriguing due to its
solubility in common organic solvents, stability in air, processa-
bility, and semiconductor properties.8,9 In contrast to the un-
substituted polyenes that are symmetric macromolecules, the
PPA and its derivatives have versatile chemical and physical
properties due to their configuration, stereoregularity, and helical
conformation.7 Today, extensive studies have been invested in
the preparation of PPA-type materials, promoted by their high-
tech applications as optical polarizing films, asymmetric electrodes,
anisotropic molecular devices, chiral sensors and materials with
chiral stationary phases, and so on.6,7,10�15

Transition-metal-based catalysts for the polymerization of
monosubstituted acetylene,7,16 especially phenylacetylene (PA)
(Scheme 1), include group 4 Ti-based catalysts,17,18 group 6Mo-/
W-based catalysts,19�21 group 8 Fe-based catalysts,22�24 group 9

Rh-based catalysts,25�35 and group 10 Pd-based catalysts.36�40

Among them, Rh-based catalysts have advantages in efficient
living polymerization of PA derivatives in protic solvents, like
amines, alcohols, and even environmentally benign water.25,41�46

Rh-based catalysts are also tolerant toward polar functional groups
of PA derivatives.7,16 Furthermore, Rh-catalyzed PPA has highly
cis�transoidal stereoregularity and can be used to construct
screw-sense, helical materials.6,7

Rh(diene) complexes are typical highly efficient catalysts for
the living polymerization of PA, where the bidentate diene
ligands are in most cases norbornene (nbd) or 1,5-cycloocta-
diene (cod). However, the initiation and propagation mechan-
isms of the polymerization are complicated and have not yet been
completely elucidated.35,47As shown in Figure 1(i), an alkynyl-RhI

species could be formed through the deprotonation of a

Scheme 1. Catalyzed Polymerization of Phenylacetylene
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ABSTRACT: Poly(phenylacetylene) (PPA) has versatile elec-
trical and optical properties due to its intriguing π-conjugated
backbone, configuration, stereoregularity, and helical confor-
mation. Detailed DFT, ONIOM, and ONIOM-MD studies are
presented to understand the mechanisms of Rh-catalyzed
polymerization of phenylacetylene and the factors that control
its regioselectivity and stereochemistry. The polymerization
proceeds via the RhI insertion mechanism (ΔHq ≈ 9 kcal/
mol), although all the RhI, RhIII, and Rh-carbene types of active
species are thermodynamically and kinetically plausible in
solution; the RhIII insertion and the Rh-carbene metathesis mechanisms both have higher activation enthalpies (∼22 and ∼25
kcal/mol, respectively). Phenylacetylene prefers a 2,1-inserion, leading to head-to-tail regioselective PPA via a unique π-conjugative
transition state. Thisπ-conjugative characteristic specifically favors the 2,1-insertion due to the steric repulsion. Kinetic factors play a
key role in the stereoregularity. The polymerization adopting a cis�transoidal conformation is the most favorable. The kinetic
difference for the insertion originates in the conformational constraints of the parent propagation chain in the transition state. These
fundamental guidelines should help advance the development of efficient and structurally tailorable PPA catalysts.
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coordinated PA monomer; however, the formation of a hydride-
phenylethynyl-RhIII species via oxidation of the C�H bond of PA
or the conversion of PA to a phenylvinylidene ligand, leading to a
Rh-carbene species, are also very common in rhodium alkyne
chemistry.48�50 Two general polymerization mechanisms are
suggested on the basis of the above plausible species:31,35 the
insertion mechanism via the RhI/RhIII species and the metathesis
mechanism via Rh-carbene species, as shown in Figure 1(ii) and
(iii).51 In the insertion mechanism, the triple bond of PA directly
inserts into theRh�C-p bond, whereC-p is the propagation chain.
In the metathesis mechanism, the RhdC double bond performs
metathesis with the triple bond of PA, leading to a four-membered-
ring intermediate, followed by a ring-opening process to finish the
propagation; the triple bond of PA becomes a single bond in the
polymer chain. The insertion mechanism was supported by the
elegant isotope-labeling studies by Noyori and co-workers.31

Particularly, the RhI insertion mechanism was strongly suggested
by the isolation of a living intermediate with the polymer chain
containing a tetracoordinated RhI center, whereas the RhIII species
was supposed to be involved only in the initiation step. Although
RhIII species is generally believed to be inactive for polymerization
of alkynes, it was found to be able to catalyze CtC triple bond
insertion.52�54 RhIII complexes are also reported to promote facile
alkene double bond insertion.55 Rh-vinylidene species have been
widely investigated in stoichiometric systems;48,56�59 Rh-carbene,
however, shows different behavior in polymerization of PA as
compared to metal-carbenes of earlier transition metals (like Mo
or W), which usually predominantly prefer metathesis. Therefore,
it is of interest to understand the role of the RhI, RhIII, and Rh-
carbene species during the polymerization of PA and to reveal the
relationship between their reactive characteristics and the corre-
sponding reaction mechanisms.

The properties of PPA dependmuch on its structure. To tailor
the PPA structure, it is necessary to understand the exact
mechanisms of the polymerization process. As shown in Figure 1-
(iv), two PA monomers can be connected head-to-tail or head-
to-head, and these are determined by the regioselectivity and the
polymerization mechanism. For the insertion mechanism, PA
monomers connect with each other by single bonds, while for the
metathesis mechanism, PA monomers connect with each other
by double bonds. The entire backbone of the PPA that contains
alternative single and double bonds can exist in four types of
stereoregular structures: the cis�transoidal, cis�cisoidal, trans�
transoidal, and trans�cisoidal structures, as shown in Figure 1(v).
PPA produced by Rh catalysts was reported to possess more
than 95% cis structure, whereas PPA produced by Fe and Mo
catalysts contain less cis structure; W-based catalysts, in contrast,
produce PPA with nearly all trans structure.60 PPA catalyzed by
the Ziegler�Natta type of catalysts adopts either a cis or trans
configuration, depending on the temperature; a cis-rich poly-
acetylene observed at low temperature suggested a cis-opening
mechanism for the Ziegler�Natta type of catalysts.61 Interest-
ingly, the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA usually produces
highly pure cis�transoidal PPA. PPA with high-order chain
helicity can also be obtained by altering the substituents of PA,
by introducing coordination additives, or by employing external
environmental stimuli.6,7,10�12,62�65 However, until now, it has
remained a challenge to selectively produce PPA materials with
desired structures, partially because obtaining direct information
about the fast propagation step for the polymerization of PA is
difficult. From the fundamental mechanistic viewpoint, how is
the polymerization selectivity or regularity controlled by the
reaction mechanism? Can the regioselectivity or stereoregularity
of the PPA be modulated by Rh-based catalysts that have
advantages in tolerating polar functional groups and solvents?

Figure 1. Overview of the mechanistic topics for the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA, where p represents a propagation chain.
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With the above questions in mind, the present theoretical study
offers a panoramic view of the polymerization mechanisms and
the factors that control its regio-/stereochemistry, with classical
diene-rhodium catalyst systems, to provide fundamental under-
standing and guidelines for the development of efficient and
structurally tailorable PPA catalysts.

2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND DETAILS

To fully understand the mechanism, regioselectivity, and stereoregu-
larity for the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA, we utilized multiple
methods to study the investigated [Rh(nbd)Cl]2 model system, includ-
ing density functional theory (DFT)66,67 and the integrated molecular
orbital and molecular mechanics method (ONIOM),68,69 as well as the
atom-centered density matrix propagation (ADMP) molecular dy-
namics modeling at the ONIOM level of theory.70�72 All the calcula-
tions were performed with the GAUSSIAN 09 programs.73 When
studying the initiation process and the propagation mechanism
(sections 3.1�3.3), the DFT method with the B3LYP (Becke’s three-
parameter hybrid functional,74 LYP correlation functional,75 and
VWN76) functional was utilized to fully optimize all the stationary
points on the potential energy surfaces (PES) without symmetry or
geometric constraints, in conjunction with the Stevens (SBK) triple-
ξ valence basis sets and effective core potentials (ECPs) for transition
metal rhodium and the 6-31G* basis sets for other elements (termed
BS1). It should be noted that different density functionals may vary from
each other in predicting reaction barriers. Our evaluation of several
typical density functionals showed that they predicted similar results and
led to the same discussion and conclusions for the studied rhodium
systems (see Table S1 in Supporting Information). Herein we chose the
widely used B3LYP method for our study. Frequency calculations at
the B3LYP/BS1 level of theory were carried out to confirm stationary
points as minima (zero imaginary frequencies) or transition states (one
imaginary frequency). The zero-point energies and the thermal correc-
tion data were obtained at 298.15 K and 1 atm within the harmonic
potential approximation at optimized structures. Intrinsic reaction
coordinates (IRCs)77,78 were performed to verify the connection of
the transition states to relevant reactants and products. Single-point
calculations were performed to further refine the relative energies with
larger basis sets on the basis of the B3LYP/BS1 optimized geometries.
The ECP basis sets augmented with additional p and f functions79,80

were used for rhodium, and 6-311þG** was used for other elements
(termed BS2) in these single-point energy calculations. The solvation
effect was taken into account by B3LYP/BS2 single-point calculation
with integral equation formalism polarizable continuum model
(IEFPCM) in water (ε = 78.3553). The radii and nonelectrostatic terms
were taken from Truhlar and co-workers’ universal solvation model
(SMD).81 In sections 3.3 and 3.4, to give deeper insight into the
regioselectivity and stereoregularity during the polymerization, the
two-layer ONIOM calculations were employed with more realistic
models possessing a model propagation chain, where the important
reaction region was treated quantum mechanically with the DFT
method, while the contribution of interactions from the rest of the
model was treated with the universal force field (UFF),82 in which the
interface between theQM andMM regions was treated by hydrogen link
atoms. The ONIOM optimization, frequency and IRC calculations were
performed at the B3LYP/BS1:UFF level of theory in the gas phase.
ADMP simulations were also carried out with a two-layer ONIOM
scheme in the gas phase (298.15 K and 1 atm). For computational
facility, the QM part was treated with the B3LYP/LANL2MB level of
theory during the MD simulation. The step size in dynamics is set to be
0.2 fs. Similar to the DFT calculation described above, the higher level
single-point calculation and IEFPCM calculation with SMD solvation
model (oniompcm=x) were also carried out at the (B3LYP/BS2:

UFF)//(B3LYP/BS1:UFF) level of theory to obtain the solvent-
corrected ONIOM enthalpies and free energies. All the solvent-corrected
enthalpies and free energies for the studied stationary points are listed in
the paper and the Supporting Information. Both enthalpy and free
energy data lead to the same discussion and conclusions for our studied
systems. Considering the contribution of translational and rotational
entropy might lead to increased errors for solvent-corrected free
energies; thus, the discussion throughout the text is based on the
solvent-corrected enthalpies.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Plausible Active Species. The classical [Rh(nbd)Cl]2
system was chosen as the model catalyst to study the polymer-
ization of PA. As shown in Scheme 2, we took the alkynyl-RhI

species I-1 as the starting point, where L is the solvent molecule
water. Experimental observation demonstrated that the depro-
tonation of a η2-alkyne ligand from catalyst precursors produced
an alkynyl-Rh complex for the subsequent polymerization.35,83 In
experiments, bases, like sodium hydroxide, sodium tetraphenyl-
borate, silver triflate, and amines, are generally used to abstract
the chloride ligand of the catalyst precursor or the acidic
hydrogen of PA in the initiation stage.7,64,84 The living polym-
erization of PA can also be achieved by directly using alkynyl as a
ligand in the precursors.31,35,85,86 However, without additive
base, only [Rh(diene)Cl]2 did not promote the polymerization
of PA in toluene.87

The starting phenylethynyl-Rh(I) species I-1 can easily co-
ordinate with a PA monomer, accompanied with the release of
solvent molecule. Transformations among alkyne, alkynyl, and
vinylidene are very common in transition metal systems.48

Therefore, plausible active species for the Rh-catalyzed polym-
erization of PA could, theoretically, include alkynyl-RhI, hydride-
alkynyl-RhIII, or vinylidene-RhI species. Although these kinds of
structures were reported to be captured or even characterized by
X-ray diffraction in other stoichiometric systems,56�59,88�92 the
direct observation of hydride-RhIII and vinylidene-RhI is rather
challenging,31,35 probably due to the complicated and fast
polymerization process. We first evaluated the thermodynamic

Scheme 2. Interchanges among the Phenylethynyl-RhI, Hy-
dride-phenylethynyl-RhIII, and Phenylvinylidene-RhI Species
in Solutiona

a Solvent-corrected enthalpies and free energies (in parentheses) are in
kcal/mol, relative to I-1; only the energies of the most feasible pathway
for each step are listed here; detailed information about the equilibria is
summarized in the Supporting Information.
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and kinetic possibility of the existence of these plausible active
species in the reaction system, as shown in Scheme 2. Our results
indicate that the interchanges among the phenylethynyl-RhI

(I-2), hydride-phenylethynyl-RhIII (III-1), and phenylvinyli-
dene-RhI (C-1) species are all thermodynamically and kinetically
feasible at room temperature in solution.
Phenylethynyl-RhI Species (RhI), I-1. The formation of the

metal-alkyne intermediate I-2 from I-1 by replacement of the solvent
molecule with monomer PA is slightly downhill by 1.6 kcal/mol in
solution. The optimized structure of I-2, shown in Figure 2, is
consistent with other typical experimental and computational
structures,49,93,94 with bond lengths Rh�C1 = 2.181 Å, Rh�C2 =
2.081 Å, and C1�C2 = 1.244 Å. Actually, I-2 has two other
isomers. One has a coordinated triple bond perpendicular to the
square-planar surface of the complex, and the other has a parallel-
coordinated PA like I-2, with the phenyl of PA cis to the
phenylethynyl ligand. No isomer with a M 3 3 3C�H agostic
interaction was obtained as a minimum. These three isomers
of I-2 have quite similar stabilities. The enthalpy differences
among them are smaller than 2.1 kcal/mol, and I-2 is the most
stable one (Scheme 1S, Supporting Information). We similarly
carefully checked all the possible isomers for each species of our
study and discuss the most stable ones through the text.
Hydride-phenylethynyl-RhIII Species (RhIII), III-1. Oxidative

addition of the acidic C�H bond of the coordinated PA leads to
the hydride-phenylethynyl-RhIII intermediates, III-1. We found
that the formation of III-1 is uphill by 4.8 kcal/mol relative to the
starting point, I-1. The transition-state enthalpy for this oxidative
addition is only 10.8 kcal/mol relative to I-1, indicating that there
is a facile equilibrium between I-2 and III-1 in solution at room
temperature. This oxidative addition can proceed through a dis-
sociative mechanism or an associative mechanism. Further details
are given in the Supporting Information (Scheme S2, Figure S1).
Actually, the oxidative addition of alkyne is a widely studied
process in rhodium alkyne chemistry.48 Some examples of the
structures of related hydride-alkynyl-RhIII intermediates can be
seen in the literature.89�91 Our optimized structure (Figure 2) of
III-1 has bond lengths Rh�C1 = 1.951 Å, C1�C2 = 1.228 Å, and
Rh�H = 1.530 Å. For comparison, the ranges of the bond
lengths of Rh�C, CtC, and Rh�H in experimental examples
are 1.95�1.97, 1.21�1.22, and 1.44�1.66 Å, respectively.89�91

The optimized structure of III-1 reproduces well the typical
hydride-alkynyl-RhIII structures reported in the literature.
Carbene-Type Phenylvinylidene-RhI Species (RhC), C-1. Con-

version between alkyne and vinylidene has beenwidely investigated
by experimentalists48,56�59 and theoretical chemists for different
systems.49,50,95�97 It is generally suggested that this process may
occur via twomechanisms. One is direct 1,2-hydrogen transfer, and
the other is oxidative addition followed by a 1,3-hydride transfer

through a hydride-RhIII intermediate. Although a bimolecular re-
action was also suggested for the hydride-transfer step, labeling
experiments strongly supported a unimolecular process.97�100 Our
study found (Scheme 2) that 1,2-H transfer from the coordinated
PA directly leads to the formation of phenylvinylidene-RhI species,
C-1, with the reaction barrier of 22.7 kcal/mol in solution relative
to I-2, which is quite similar to other experimental and computa-
tional results. Careful verification along the IRC path proved that
the 1,2-H transfer transition state indeed connectswith I-2 andC-1.
It should be noted that no transition state was obtained for the 1,
3-hydride transfer from III-1 to C-1 after extensive attempts. A
relaxed scan found that the 1,3-hydride transfer is actually a stepwise
process including both oxidative addition of theC�Hbond and 1,2-
hydrogen transfer. As compared with the formation of I-1 and III-1,
the formation of carbene-typeC-1 is less feasible. The enthalpy ofC-
1 is uphill by 3.5 kcal/mol, and the reaction barrier from I-2 toC-1 is
relative high. However, we will keep this carbene intermediate as a
plausible active species for the polymerization of PA, since the
reaction barrier of 22.7 kcal/molmay still be feasible for the reaction
at room temperature. These d8 RhI and d6 RhIII complexes usually
exist in singlet ground states. As expected, the triplets I-1, C-1, and
III-1 are calculated to be higher in enthalpies than their singlet
states by 27.5, 24.8, and 44.0 kcal/mol, respectively. These high
spin state species should be excluded as active species for the
polymerization of PA.
Electronic and Reactive Characteristics of the RhI, RhIII, and

RhC Types of Active Sites.Having shown that all the RhI, RhIII,
and RhC types of active species may be thermodynamically and
kinetically feasible at room temperature in solution, we need to
further understand the different electronic characteristics and
reactivity of these active sites and how these properties would
affect their polymerization activities.
As shown in Figure 3, the RhI species must release a ligand to

generate a RhI active species for the polymerization. This RhI
active site has a d8 electronic configuration. Except for the other
four filled d orbitals, the empty dx2�y2, which mixes with the
metal p orbital, serves as an electrophile for the approaching PA
monomer. The HOMO is a π* orbital located mainly at the
alkynyl ligand (or alkenyl during the propagation) and serves as a
nucleophile, having an increased nucleophilic ability due to the
perturbation by metal d orbitals. The cooperative electrophilic
attack of dx2�y onto the π orbital of PA and nucleophilic attack of
the HOMO orbital to the π* orbital of PA lead to insertion at the
PA triple bond.
TheRhIII active species has reactivity characteristics similar to

RhI, except that the RhIII is a high oxidation state possessing a d6

electronic configuration in which the empty dz2 serves as an
electrophile. Due to the high oxidation state, the RhIII dz2 orbital
is a better electrophile than the RhI dx2�y orbital. However, the

Figure 2. Optimized structures of I-2, III-1, and C-1 species. Bond lengths are in angstroms.
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HOMO in RhIII becomes less nucleophilic than the HOMO in
RhI, due to reduced perturbation by the metal d orbital. Further-
more, during the coordination of the PA monomer, d back-
donation plays an important role. The RhI metal center has a
better back-donating ability than RhIII does. All these factors
should have considerable effects on the polymerization activities
for the RhI and RhIII active species.
The RhC active species is a Fischer-type carbene, with an

electrophilic π* orbital on the vinylidene ligand. RhC has a metal
center with low oxidation state, in which the electronic config-
uration is d8. As shown in Figure 3, except for the dx2�y2 orbital, all
four other d orbitals are already filled. Thus, the highest filled d
orbital, dz2, serves as a nucleophile to attack the π* orbital of PA
during the metathesis; meanwhile, the electrophilic π* orbital
on the vinylidene ligand accepts the π electrons from PA,
indicating a totally different reactivity characteristic compared
to RhI and RhIII.
3.2. Initiation and Polymerization Mechanisms. With the

different electronic characteristics of the RhI, RhIII, and RhC
types of active species in mind, we further investigated the
different polymerization behaviors promoted by them, i.e., the
RhI insertion, RhIII insertion, and Rh-carbene metathesis path-
ways. Besides the fundamental chemistry of the behavior of the
polymerization mechanism, we also discuss the initial insertion
process during the polymerization. The discussed reaction path-
ways are shown in Scheme 3. The PES results are depicted
in Figure 4. Key intermediate and transition-state structures are
shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that our discussion focuses
on the most favorable pathway for each investigated mechanism.
Besides the most favorable pathway, we also extensively investi-
gated other theoretically possible reaction pathways for each
mechanism. Their PESs and corresponding transition-state

isomers are summarized in the Supporting Information (Figure
S2�S5 for RhIII insertion; Scheme S5, Figures S6 and S7 for Rh-
carbene metathesis).
RhI Insertion Mechanism. RhI insertion starts from the

replacement of the solvent molecule with the monomer PA to
form I-2. In I-2, back-donation of the Rh d electrons activates the
CtC triple bond of the coordinated PA (bond length, 1.244 Å,
Figure 2) from that of the free PA (1.210 Å). The activated PA
can more easily undergo an insertion to the phenylethynyl ligand
via a four-membered ring transition state, I-TS1. In I-TS1, the
π electrons of the triple bond are donated to the metal center to
form an Rh�C2 bond (2.081 Å), while the phenylethynyl ligand
leaves the metal center to interact with the C1 atom (C1�C5 =
1.935 Å) and the triple bond breaks further (1.287 Å). Insertion
via I-TS1 has a reaction barrier of 13.3 kcal/mol relative to
I-2. Formation of the insertion product I-3 is exothermic by
15.3 kcal/mol with respect to I-1. The second insertion process
also starts with the coordination of monomer PA. The coordina-
tion enthalpy of PA (from I-3 to I-4) is �9.3 kcal/mol. From
I-4, the insertion step of the second PA is even easier (ΔHq =
9.4 kcal/mol) than the first one discussed above. I-TS1/2 has
other transition-state isomers related to other pathways, which
produce different regioselective or stereoselective products. The
origin of regioselectivity and stereoregularity will be discussed in
sections below. The transition state I-TS1/2 has the lowest
energy compared to other insertion transition-state isomers.
Note that I-TS1, where the CtC bond inserts to an sp-
hybridized carbon, represents the TS for the first insertion, while
I-TS2 represents an insertion of the CtC bond to an sp2-
hybridized carbon and is the representative TS for the propaga-
tion steps. The insertion to the sp2-hybridized carbon is more
facile due to lower constraint in the four-membered ring transition

Figure 3. Electronic configuration and reactivity characteristics of RhI, RhIII, and RhC species.
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structure. It is expected that the insertion of the third and
subsequent PAmonomers during the propagation stage takes place
via a TS which is similar in structure and energy to I-TS2. Our
calculation indicates an average reaction barrier for the propagation
process of RhI insertion mechanism to be ∼9.4 kcal/mol.
RhIII Insertion Mechanism. The RhIII insertion is found to

proceed in a similar fashion to RhI insertion but is energetically

much less feasible. From III-1, the RhIII insertion can proceed via
two different pathways (Scheme 3 and Figure 4): one is the
insertion of PA into the Rh�pel bond (C�C coupling); the
other is the insertion of PA into the Rh�H bond (C�H
coupling). The coordination of PA to form complex III-2 or
III-4 is highly uphill by 23.3 or 22.1 kcal/mol, respectively. The
highly energetically unfavorable coordination of PA can be

Scheme 3. Mechanisms for the Rh-Catalyzed Polymerization of PA (pel = phenylethynyl)

Figure 4. PES profiles for the reaction mechanisms of the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA. Solvent-corrected enthalpies and free energies
(in parentheses) are in kcal/mol, relative to starting point I-1. Only themost favorable pathway for eachmechanism is shown; detailed information about
other reaction pathways is given in the Supporting Information. aThe enthalpy of III-TS2 is higher than that of III-4 by 1.8 kcal/mol without solvation
correction.
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attributed mainly to the solvation effect. In solution, the vacant
site is expected to be stabilized strongly by solvent. Compared to
RhI, RhIII is a harder metal center and more prefers the water
solvent than the monomer PA. Overall, the RhIII insertion step is
required to overcome a barrier of 32.8 kcal/mol (III-TS1) for the
C�C coupling pathway and a barrier of 22.0 kcal/mol (III-TS2)
for the C�H coupling pathway. In the C�H coupling pathway,
the second step is the insertion of CtC bond inserts into an sp2-
hybridized carbon (III-5 f III-7) and represents the propaga-
tion steps for the RhIII insertion mechanism. The reaction barrier
of III-TS3 with respect to III-5 is calculated to be 20.3 kcal/mol.
Therefore, it can be expected that the RhIII insertion mechanism
has a propagation barrier of ∼20 kcal/mol, which is higher than
that of the RhI insertion (ΔHq = 9.4 kcal/mol). Considering the
structural and electronic characteristics of RhIII species, RhIII is
not a good active species for the PA insertion for the following
reasons: (i) The RhIII center has a poor binding capability toward
the triple bond of PA, because of the weak d�π donation as well
as the sterically hindered environment. The weak coordination
interaction is obvious in, for example, the structure of III-4,
where the Rh�C2 distance is 2.580 Å (Figure 4), much shorter
than that of I-2 (2.081 Å, Figure 2). The CtC triple bond length
of PA (1.232 Å) in III-4 is also shorter than that of I-2 (1.244 Å).
(ii) The nucleophilicity of the π* orbital (HOMO) of the RhIII

species is relatively weak, because the high oxidation state of
the metal center decreases the d�π mixing. The nucleophilic
π* orbital of RhIII (Figure 3) is calculated to have an energy
of�0.19317 au, while the energy of the nucleophilic π* orbital of
RhI is �0.18969 au.
Rh-Carbene Metathesis Mechanism. The Rh-carbene species

can undergo a metathesis transformation with the triple bond of
PA, followed by a ring-opening of the four-membered ring
carbometalate intermediate. Because the Rh-carbene species
has a filled dz2 orbital, there is no direct interaction between
the dz2 orbital and π electrons of the CtC triple bond. Generally
speaking, the nucleophilic dz2 orbital may interact weakly with
the π* orbital of the CtC triple bond. However, we could
not locate this kind of intermediate. The acidic C�H bond of PA

is more easily attracted by π electrons of the alkynyl ligand in the
gas phase. The coordination of PA to C-1 forces C-2 to adopt a
quasi-pyramidal structure. The Rh�C1 bond length is 2.366 Å.
C-2 is higher in enthalpy than C-1 by 6.8 kcal/mol and higher
than I-1 by 10.3 kcal/mol. The activation enthalpy of metathesis
transition state C-TS1 is 18.7 kcal/mol. However, the subse-
quent ring-opening step via C-TS2 has to overcome a reaction
barrier of 24.9 kcal/mol, relative to intermediateC-3. Remember
that the formation of Rh-carbene species (I-2fC-1) also needs
to overcome a barrier of 22.7 kcal/mol. Compared with the low
activation enthalpy of RhI insertion (13.3 kcal/mol for the first
insertion, 9.4 kcal/mol for subsequent insertion for propagation),
the Rh-carbene metathesis mechanism is suggested to be less
feasible for the polymerization of PA.More importantly, the four-
membered ring carbometalate intermediate C-3 is predicted to
be relatively too stable, making the subsequent ring-opening an
endothermic process (C-3 f C-4, ΔH = 15.7 kcal/mol).
Therefore, incorporation of the PA monomer into the propaga-
tion chain via metathesis is thermodynamic prohibited. Actually,
without competition from triple bond insertion, the rhodium
four-membered ring carbometalate intermediate could be
trapped in proper stoichiometric experiments.101�103 It could
be expected that decreasing the stability of the carbometalate
intermediate may make the whole metathesis and ring-opening
process thermodynamically possible. For example, using a harder
transition metal is helpful to decrease its interaction with soft carbon.
Our results showed that Rh catalyst prefers an insertion polymeriza-
tion of PA rather than metathesis polymerization via Fischer-type
metal-carbene species. When the metal-carbene resembles more a
Schock-type, the polymerization may have a different mechanistic
story due to the change in the reactivity characteristics.
Our calculated results thus strongly supported the RhI inser-

tion mechanism to be the most feasible mechanism for the
polymerization (ΔHq = 9.4 kcal/mol), which is well consistent
with Noyori and co-worker’s 13C-labeling experiments resulting
in a double 13Cd13C bond character.31 The RhIII insertion mechan-
ism is less possible, with a propagation barrier of 20.3 kcal/mol. With
respect to the Rh-carbene metathesis process, it is even more

Figure 5. Optimized structures of the key intermediates and transition states for the RhI insertion, RhIII insertion, and Rh-carbene metathesis
mechanisms. Bond lengths are in angstroms.
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difficult due to (i) its highly endothermic ring-opening step
and (ii) its rate-determining step, which has a reaction barrier
of 24.9 kcal/mol.
Initial Insertion Process. It was previously suggested that

monomer PA did not directly insert into the Rh-phenylalkynyl
bond in the initiation step. Experimental studies found that an
isotope-labeled �13Ct13CPh ligand in the catalyst precursor
was not detected to be incorporated into the polymer products.31

A possible explanation was that the oxidative addition of PA leads
to a subsequent reductive elimination of PhCtC�13Ct13CPh,
which may result in a rhodium hydride species as an initiator for
the polymerization.31,104 Recent experiments also suggested an
alkynyl ligand could have an active role in the initiation
process,35,85 and no Rh-hydride species or PhCtC�CtCPh
was observed in the reaction mixture.35 Our DFT study provides
interesting insights with the catalyst model to further understand
the initiation process.
Upon adding monomer PA to the catalyst precursor with an

isotope-labeled �13Ct13CPh ligand, there are three possible
ways to release the �13Ct13CPh ligand.31,35,105 We found that
there exists a quick equilibrium between phenylethynyl-RhI

intermediate I-20 and hydride-diphenylethynyl-RhIII III-10, as
shown in eq (1) of Scheme 4. Actually, oxidation of the C�H
bond of PA has a barrier of only 12.4 kcal/mol relative to I-20. In
this equilibrium, the isotope-labeled�13Ct13CPh ligand can be
released to the solution via the process shown in eq (1). The
released H13Ct13CPh has much lower concentration in the
solution than PA monomer. Once released in solution, the low
concentration of H13Ct13CPh makes it unlikely to re-incorpo-
rate into the complex. Additionally, H13Ct13CPh has lower
reactivity in C�H oxidation addition than PA due to the isotope
effect. This quick pre-equilibrium can well explain why isotope-
labeled alkynyl group was not incorporated into the polymer.

In contrast, elimination of PhCtC�13Ct13CPh to form
hydride-RhI species I-H is found to be less feasible during the
initial insertion process. As shown in eq (2) of Scheme 4, the
C�C reductive elimination is calculated to have an activation
enthalpy of 28.2 kcal/mol, which is much higher than that of the
C�H reductive elimination and also higher than that of the
direct insertion for the polymerization (13.3 kcal/mol). The
transformation from III-1 to I-H is complicated, with several
possible reaction pathways; detailed transformation about asso-
ciated/dissociated mechanisms is given in the Supporting In-
formation (Schemes S3 and S4, Figure S1). It can be expected
that only in a stoichiometric system, where the ratio of catalyst
precursor to the monomer is high, could the formation of
PhCtC�CtCPh be detected as a side reaction.35 The elimina-
tion of the isotope-labeled �13Ct13CPh ligand may also
proceed via hydrogen exchange between monomer and the
phenylethynyl ligand, as shown in eq (3) of Scheme 4. This
process, with a barrier of 19.5 kcal/mol, is easier than the reductive
elimination of PhCtC�CtCPh but more difficult than the
C�H oxidative addition/reductive elimination equilibrium.
3.3. Regioselectivity. With the new understanding of the

polymerization mechanism, we further investigate the regios-
electivity of PA insertion. In the RhI insertion mechanism, the PA
may have different regioselectivities, i.e., 1,2-insertion and 2,1-
insertion (Chart 1), leading to either head-to-head or head-to-tail
connection (Figure 1) depending on the regioselectivity of the
previous insertion. Using isotope-labeled PA as monomer,
Noyori and co-workers elegantly demonstrated the 2,1-regiosel-
ectivity during polymerization, which led to a head-to-tail back-
bone structure.31 To reveal the origin of the regioselectivity, as
well as to provide helpful guideline for the development of
regioselectivity-controllable catalysts, we further compared the
regioselectivity between 1,2-insertion (in green) and 2,1-insertion

Scheme 4. Reaction Pathways To Prevent the Incorporation of Isotope-Labeled �13Ct13CPh Ligand into the Polymer Chaina

a Solvent-corrected enthalpies and free energies (in parentheses) are in kcal/mol, relative to I-1; detailed information about the equilibria is summarized
in the Supporting Information.
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(in black) for the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA. The
obtained PESs are summarized in Figure 6. The 2,1-insertion
of PA into the phenylethynyl-Rh bond via transition state I-TS1
has a reaction barrier of 13.3 kcal/mol, which is lower than that of
the corresponding 1,2-insertion (via I-TS1a) by 3.5 kcal/mol.
Both the 2,1- and 1,2-insertion steps are highly exothermic. The
formed 1,2-insertion product I-3a has stability similar to that of
the 2,1-insertion product I-3. Starting with I-3, the second
insertion can also occur via either 1,2- or 2,1-insertion of PA
into an alkenyl-Rh bond. Similarly, the coordination of PA to I-3
leads to two complex isomers, I-4 and I-4a. I-4 corresponds to 2,1-
insertion through transition state I-TS2, while I-4a leads to 1,2-
insertion via transition state I-TS2a. Again, the 2,1-insertion transition
state I-TS2 is lower in enthalpy than the 1,2-insertion transition state
I-TS2a, with larger regioselectivity of ΔΔHq = 5.4 kcal/mol.
We initially suspected that both steric and electronic effects of

the phenyl group in PA may play important roles in the
regioselectivity. Although the linear phenylethynyl ligand is not
a bulky group, the selectivity between I-TS1 and I-TS1a is still
considerable (ΔΔHq = 3.5 kcal/mol). Interestingly, when a
simple model with a small hydride as ligand (instead of pheny-
lethynyl, see Figure 7) was used to test the electronic effect on the
regioselectivity, we found that the insertion of PA shows no
preference for either 1,2- or 2,1-insertion. The enthalpies of I-
TS3 and I-TS3a are exactly the same in the gas phase; with
solvation effect correction, I-TS3 is slightly favored over I-TS3a
by only 0.1 kcal/mol. There is no regioselectivity for this model
with hydride ligand.

Carefully checking the structures of I-TS3 and I-TS3a, we
found a unique conjugative characteristic in the insertion transi-
tion state, which requires the phenyl group to locate on the
square-planar surface of the rhodium complex. In PA, there are
two sets of π orbitals for the CtC triple bond; one is parallel to
the π orbitals of the phenyl group and is named π ), as shown in
the right of Figure 8(i), while the other one (π^) is perpendicular
to the phenyl π orbitals. As illustrated in section 3.1, during
RhI insertion process, one set of PA π and π* orbital acts
as nucleophile and electrophile to react with the dx2�y and
π* orbitals of RhI, respectively, as shown in Figure 8(ii). Generally
speaking, the π )/π )* should be more nucleophilic/electrophilic
due to the conjugated perturbation of the phenyl group. How-
ever, our study found a transition state for the insertion with
significant π-conjugative characteristic, where the PA π^/π^*
are actually involved in the σ bond formation with Rh center. As
shown in the left of Figure 8(ii), the d orbital of the rhodium
center participates in a significant conjugated interaction with
monomer PA during the insertion. In contrast, a perpendicular
transition state breaks the conjugative system of PA, as shown in
the right of Figure 8(ii). This is further evidenced by the
—RhCCCphenyl dihedral angle in both I-TS3 and I-TS3a: they
are nearly perfectly 0�, indicating that the phenyl group is
coplanar with the PA CtC triple bond and the Rh atom. The
Rh dπ orbital, the nbd π acceptors, and the π system of PA tend
to form a conjugative network with the conjugative system of PA
to gain extra stabilization energy during the insertion, as illu-
strated in the MO diagram of Figure 8(iii).
In the conjugative insertion TS, the small hydride ligand does

not cause steric repulsion for both 1,2-insertion and 2,1-insertion,
resulting in no preference between them. However, the
replacement of hydride in I-TS3a with a phenylethenyl group
to give I-TS2a will cause significant steric repulsion for the
C4�H fragment of PA. As a consequence, we can see that the 2,
1-insertion is preferred by 3.5 and 5.4 kcal/mol for phenylethynyl
and phenylethenyl ligands, respectively. To evaluate the average

Chart 1. 2,1-Insertion and 1,2-Insertion

Figure 6. PES profiles for the regioselectivity of PA insertion (pel = phenylethynyl; nbd ligand is simplified as a curve for clarity). Solvent-corrected
enthalpies and free energies (in parentheses) are in kcal/mol, relative to starting point I-1.
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regioselectivity during the polymerization, we further carried out
an ONIOM study for both 2,1- and 1,2-insertion utilizing a “real”
model with six monomers in the propagation chain (see I-TS4
and I-TS4a in Figure 7). We found that the preference of 2,
1-insertion over 1,2-insertion increases up to 7.9 kcal/mol. The
preference increases with increasing bulk of the propagation

chain, as shown in Figure 7. The bulky propagating chains
obviously interfere with the conjugative interaction of the inser-
tion transition state for 1,2-insertion. In I-TS2a and I-TS4a, the
—RhCCCphenyl angles are calculated to be 90.4� and 81.2�,
respectively, which are much higher than the corresponding
angles in I-TS2 and I-TS4 for 2,1-insertion. The high preference

Figure 7. Optimized structures of 2,1-insertion/1,2-insertion transition states for different model systems (I-TS2/2a and I-TS3/3a are QM models,
and I-TS4/4a are ONIOM models). Bond lengths are in angstroms. Enthalpies were corrected for solvation effect.

Figure 8. Electronic characteristics of the conjugative insertion transition state and its molecular orbital diagram: (i) π orbitals of the triple bond of PA,
(ii) preferred (conjugative) and less favored (nonconjugative) perpendicular insertion transition state, and (iii)MO diagram to illustrate the conjugative
character of the insertion transition state.
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for 2,1-insertion revealed with the “real” model can well explain
that only head-to-tail structures were found in experiments.7,16

Actually, due to the conjugative characteristic of PA insertion
transition state, it can be expected that the Rh-catalyzed PA

Scheme 5. Pathways to PPA with Different Stereoregularities

Figure 9. ONIOMPES profiles for the reaction pathways producing different stereoconformers of PPA. (p = polymer chain; nbd ligand is simplified as a
curve for clarity). Solvent-corrected enthalpies and free energies (in parentheses) are in kcal/mol, relative to the ONIOM model I-RC4. The
cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidal chains are highlighted in blue and red, respectively.
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polymerization predominantly prefers 2,1-insertion,16 which
should be quite different from the polymerization of substituted
alkenes.106�108

3.4. Stereoregularity. There exist theoretically four types of
stereoregular structures for poly-PA: the cis�transoidal,
cis�cisoidal, trans�transoidal, and trans�cisoidal structures, as
shown in Figure 1(v). These types of stereoregular structures
composed of alternative single and double bonds could be
controlled by both kinetic and thermodynamic factors. The
rotation around the single bond would lead to the interchange
between cis�transoid and cis�cisoid, or between trans�transoid
and trans�cisoid. This single bond rotation has a low barrier, is
under thermodynamic control, and is supposed to be sensitive to
the intramolecular interaction of PPA derivatives or to the
environmental surroundings. The other important factor is the
kinetic control, which is determined by the energy of the
insertion transition state that leads to specific stereoregular
structure. As shown in the top of Scheme 5, under regioregular
2,1-insertion, cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidal product structures

can be obtained through two isomers of the insertion TS
connected by the rotation of the Rh�polymer single bond.
The cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidal units formed via different
TSs again can interchange via single bond rotation based on their
thermodynamic stabilities.
In contrast to the insertionmechanism, the carbenemetathesis

mechanism leads to the trans�transoidal or trans�cisoidal struc-
tures via different metathesis TS isomers, which are connected
by the rotation of the single bond adjacent to Rh-carbene,
as shown at the bottom of Scheme 5. After the ring-opening,
single bond rotation also leads to thermodynamic interchange
between trans�transoidal and trans�cisoidal structures. Herein,
we discuss the stereoregularity on the basis of the RhI 2,
1-insertion mechanism, because we determined in the preceding
section that the Rh-catalyzed polymerization of PA preferentially
proceeds via the RhI insertion mechanism with 2,1-insertion
regioselectivity.
In order to reveal the factors that control the polymer stereo-

regularity via RhI insertion mechanism, four types of reaction

Figure 10. ONIOMoptimized structures along the reaction pathways leading to different stereoconformers of PPA. Bond lengths are in angstroms. The
cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidal units are highlighted in blue and red, respectively.
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pathways for the cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidalpolymer structures
were studied with RhI-polymer models using the ONIOMmethod:
(1) the cis�transoid-insertion 4 (I-RC4 f I-TS4 f I-PC4),
where PA incorporates into a cis�transoidal parent chain leading
to a pure cis�transoidal polymer chain; (2) the cis�transoid-mix-
insertion 5 (I-RC5 f I-TS5 f I-PC5), where PA enters into a
cis�transoidal parent chain resulting in a cis�cisoidal dyad in the
cis�transoidal polymer; (3) the cis�cisoid-insertion 6 (I-RC6f I-
TS6f I-PC6), where PA binds to a cis�cisoidal parent chain
producing a pure cis�cisoidal polymer chain; and (4) the
cis�cisoid-mix-insertion 7 (I-RC7 f I-TS7f I-PC7), where
PA inserts into a cis�cisoidal parent chain introducing a cis�
transoidal dyad in the cis�cisoidal polymer chain. We selected
a polymer model consisting of six repeated monomer units, as this
length roughly represents one layer of helical cis�transoidal
polymer structure. The last monomer in the chain, the inserting
PA, and the catalyst were treated quantum mechanically, and the
rest of the propagation chain was treated by UFF molecular
mechanics. The PES profiles are shown in Figure 9. Optimized
structures and key parameters are depicted in Figure 10.
We found that the models 4 and 5with a cis�transoidal parent

chain have much higher reactivity for the PA insertion as
compared with the models 6 and 7 with a cis�cisoidal parent
chain. The cis�transoid-insertion and cis�transoid-mix-insertiononly
need to surmount the reaction barriers of 7.1 and 10.2 kcal/mol,
respectively. However, the PA insertions into a cis�cisoidal parent
chain have to overcome reaction barriers higher than 15 kcal/mol,
as shown in Figure 9. Our results strongly suggest that the poly-
merization adopting a cis�transoidal conformation is much more
kinetically favorable. For models with a cis�transoidal parent
chain, the cis�transoid-insertion pathway (I-TS4) is more favor-
able than the cis�transoid-mix-insertion (I-TS5) by 3.1 kcal/mol,
while for models with a cis�cisoidal parent chain, the cis�cisoidal-
mix-insertion is slightly preferred; the transition-state enthalpy of
I-TS7 is lower than for I-TS6 by 1.2 kcal/mol. These results

indicate that the PA insertion prefers to form a cis�transoidal
dyad for either a cis�transoidal or a cis�cisoidal parent chain.
Through the PES profiles in Figure 9, one can see that the relative
energies of the transition states correlate well with those of the
corresponding reactants and products. The kinetically favorable
cis�transoid-insertion pathway produces the most thermodyna-
mically stable product, I-PC4.
The kinetic differences for the stereoconformationally selec-

tive insertion mainly originate from the steric effect, since there
are no typical electron-donating/-withdrawing groups in the stud-
ied model systems. The polymer chain adopts a screw-sense
helical structure in these species. The calculated dihedral angle
j for each monomer dyad ranges from 120� to 140� for
cis�transoid. The cis�cisoidal helix is calculated to have the
dihedral anglej between 60� and 70�. To illustrate the structural
changes in the TS, the dihedral angles of each dyad in the helical
chains are depicted in Figure 11. The transition state I-TS4 has a
normal helical cis�transoidal parent chain, where the dihedral
angles j1�4 are all close to 130�, indicating that the parent chain
dose not encounter significant steric constraint during PA
insertion. However, in I-TS5, j1 (153�) deviates significantly
from its normal value. By artificially changing the parent chain
back to a normal helical cis�cisoidal structure by altering j1 to
the average value 130�, we find that the phenyl group of the third
PA monomer in the parent chain locates very close to the nbd
ligand (see artificial I-TS5 in Figure 11). This steric repulsion
results in the deviation of j1 in I-TS5 to 153�. Evidence can also
be seen that the bond lengths of Rh�C3 and C2�C3 in I-TS5 are
longer than those in I-TS4 due to the steric repulsion
(Figure 10). The transition states I-TS6 and I-TS7 have more
significant changes in the parent chain during PA insertion. The
helical cis�cisoidal structure has thinner layers and thus has less
space for PA insertion. In I-TS6, the dyad adjacent to rhodium
has already changed to cis�transoidal conformation (j1 = 159�).
From the artificial I-TS6 (j1 = 65�), we find that the third phenyl

Figure 11. Steric repulsion in the transition states leading to different stereoconformers of PPA.j is the dihedral angle between twomonomer units. An
artificial transition state is constructed by changing the constrained j1 dihedral angle in the true transition state back to the average dihedral angle value
in the optimal cis�transoidal or cis�cisoidal conformer. The cis�transoidal and cis�cisoidal chains are highlighted in blue and red, respectively.
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group of the chain already overlaps with the inserting PA
monomer, indicating a severe steric repulsion. I-TS7 has a similar
situation to I-TS6. The artificial I-TS7 depicted a severe steric
repulsion between the third phenyl group and the nbd ligand.
It is not surprising that PA insertion into the cis�cisoidal parent
chain is highly unfavorable because of these severe repulsions.
The cis�transoidal or cis�cisoidal chain can adopt either a right-
handed helical conformation or a left-handed helical conforma-
tion. The studied Rh catalyst with nbd ligand has mirror symme-
try; therefore, it shows no preference toward right-handed or
left-handed helix (Figures S8�S12). It can be anticipated that an
asymmetric ligand in the catalyst or chiral/bulky PA derivatives
should be required, to achieve helical chirality for PPA.
For the dynamics of isomerization of the nascent polymer

chains before the next insertion step, we have performed ADMP
simulations in the gas phase using I-PC5þPA, I-PC6þPA, and I-
PC7þPA as starting points and found that their isomerizations
to cis�transoidal conformation are facile, as shown in Figure 12.
The I-PC5þPA with a cis�transoidal chain mixed with a
cis�cisoidal dyad changes into pure cis�transoidal structure
quickly, in ∼80 fs. The I-PC6þPA bearing a pure cis�cisoidal
model chain also changes into pure cis�transoidal conformer
after ∼1700 fs. The I-PC7þPA possessing a cis�cisoidal chain
mixed with a cis�transoidal dyad relaxes to pure cis�transoidal
structure slightly faster, at 1400 fs. Experimental study also sug-
gested the thermoreversible cis�cisoidal to cis�transoidal iso-
merization in polymerization chains.109 Therefore, a parent chain
with a cis�transoidal conformer is thermodynamically accessible
via isomerization before the next insertion. The stereoregularity
of the PPA is mainly controlled by the kinetic factor that highly
prefers the cis�transoid-insertion into a cis�transoidal parent
chain. This well explains that cis�transoidal PPA polymers are
widely observed for Rh-catalyzed systems.6,7 Because the kinetic
factor specifically prefers a cis�transoid stereoconformer, in
order to obtain other stereoconformation of PPA with Rh
catalysts, we need to switch to controlling the thermodynamic
factor by, for example, introducing intramolecular or intermole-
cular interactions with substituted PA or utilizing environmental
stimuli.9,110 However, we still cannot rule out the possibility of
altering the kinetic properties of the insertion TS to change the
stereoregularity, supposing that functional groups of the Rh
catalyst could alter the conformation of the transition state via
interacting with functionalized PA in the polymer chain.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented detailed DFT, ONIOM, and ONIOM-
MD studies to reveal the mechanisms of Rh-catalyzed polymer-
ization of phenylacetylene and the factors controlling its regios-
electivity and stereochemistry, with a classical nbd-rhodium
catalyst system [Rh(nbd)Cl]2. The Rh-catalyzed polymerization
of PA proceeds via the RhI insertion mechanism, although all
the RhI, RhIII, and Rh-carbene types of intermediates are
calculated to be thermodynamically and kinetically feasible at
room temperature in solution. The RhI insertion mechanism is
calculated to have a propagation activation enthalpy of∼9 kcal/mol,
much lower than those of the Rh-carbene metathesis mechanism
(ΔHq≈ 25 kcal/mol for the rate-determining step) and the RhIII

insertion mechanism (ΔHq ≈ 22 kcal/mol). Our study sug-
gested that PA insertion into the Rh-phenylalkynyl bond is
possible as the initial insertion step. There exists a quick
pre-equilibrium between the phenylethynyl-RhI and hydride-
diphenylethynyl-RhIII intermediates during the initiation stage.

The RhI insertion mechanism prefers a 2,1-insertion, leading
to head-to-tail regioselective PPA. The preference for 2,1-inser-
tion over 1,2-insertion increases with increasing bulk of the
propagated chain. The 2,1-insertion is favored over 1,2-insertion
by up to 7.9 kcal/mol with the ONIOMmodel. Our study found
a unique π-conjugative characteristic for the insertion transition
state, in which a conjugative network is formed by the conjuga-
tive PA, the Rh dπ orbital, and the π acceptor nbd ligand, to gain
extra stabilization energy. This conjugative characteristic of the
insertion transition state always causes steric repulsion between the
phenyl group of PA and the bulky propagation chain, probably
exclusively preferring the 2,1-insertion. This provides a new
understanding for tuning 2,1-/1,2-selectivity during polymeri-
zation of PA.

Kinetic factors play a key role in the stereoconformational
selectivity. PA monomer highly prefers to insert into a parent
propagation chain in a cis�transoidal conformer rather than a
cis�cisoidal conformer (ΔΔHq g 4.8 kcal/mol). The propaga-
tion chain can easily adopt a cis�transoidal conformation via
single bond rotation before the next insertion. The kinetic
difference mainly originates from steric repulsion caused by the
conformational constraint of the parent propagation chain dur-
ing insertion. To tailor the stereoregularity of the PPA catalyzed
by Rh catalysts, it is important to distinguish kinetic control from

Figure 12. ONIOM ADMP simulations for the conformation changes of non-cis�transoidalmodel chain in I-PC5/6/7þ PA. The cis�transoidal and
cis�cisoidal units are highlighted in blue and red, respectively (p = polymer chain; nbd ligand is simplified as a curve for clarity). The structures shown are
optimized minima from the snapshot of the trajectories. Background color: gray-blue, chain in cis�transoidal conformation; white, chain in mixed
cis�cisoidal/transoidal conformation; pink, chain in cis�cisoidal conformation.
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thermodynamic control. Asymmetric ligands in the catalyst or
chiral/bulky PA derivatives are suspected to be necessary to
achieve helical chirality.
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